enforced stringent polio immunisation requirements for the upcoming pilgrimage to Mecca.
From 1 January to 10 October 2006 the number of confirmed polio cases worldwide stood at 1403 (the number for the same period in 2005 was 1349), of which 888 were in Nigeria (up from 489 in the same period last year), 360 in India (37 last year), 24 in Pakistan (18 last year), and 28 in Afghanistan (four last year).
In Moreover, the cost of running emergency response activities was estimated at $450m (£245m; €360m), said Dr Ndumbe. He also cautioned, "We've been very concerned at the further international spread of polio. The risk of importation is higher than ever." Dr Cochi, who is also acting director of the national immunisation programme at the US Centers for Disease Control, said that "the political leaders in the remaining few districts and states where polio continues cannot be allowed to shirk their responsibilities."
The quality of the polio campaigns in northern Nigeria is not considered good enough. It is thought that as many as half of children in some infected areas there have never been immunised, the committee notes.
Also Detectives searched the suspects' homes and seized numerous documents relating to the investigation, which was launched after the police received a complaint from the health ministry.
The ministry looked into the matter in May 2005 after Israel's then state comptroller, the retired supreme court justice Eliezer Goldberg, published a chapter in his six monthly report that lambasted ministry officials for negligence in supervising medical experimentation (BMJ 2005 ;330:1170).
The state comptroller also criticised the ministry for taking eight years to produce a government bill for regulation of clinical trials, which only now is in the final stages of preparation and due to be presented before the Knesset (parliament) in its autumn session.
Shlomo Breznitz, a Knesset member and clinical psychologist, recently tabled his own bill to establish ongoing supervision of doctors after permission is granted under the terms of the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki concerning informed consent. The system, he said, must be changed, because once permission is granted researchers may do as they wish. "I know the loopholes," he said. "This very complicated and comprehensive bill would fix many of the current problems with human experiments."
The Israel Medical Association recently called for major legislation to regulate clinical research and to require all medical students and researchers to undergo courses in good clinical practice. The chairman of the association's ethics bureau, Avinoam Reches, said that although there is a law regulating animal experimentation, no equivalent law exists governing clinical trials, only a hotchpotch of state regulations.
Zev Rothstein, director of Israel's largest hospital, the Sheba Medical Centre near Tel Aviv, said that inefficiency in the ministry's approval process forced Israeli biotechnology companies to "export" their research to Europe and the United States and discouraged international drug companies from commissioning research from Israel's best researchers.
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